
severity of the illnesses in the control subjects (5.0) was not
significantly different from that in the winter subjects (4.6) (X2
= 0. 3, P	0.7).

Contrary to expectation, the results of this study suggest that
the isolation period experienced by the McMurdo Station and
Scott Base winter personnel does not influence their suscep-
tibility to respiratory infections on their return to New Zealand.
The respiratory illnesses they contract.have a similar duration
and severity to those occurring among people vio have not
been in isolation.

L.C. Jennings received a New Zealand Medical Research
Council Repatriation Fellowship, and the research was support-
ed by grants DPP 76-83918 from National Science Foundation
and NBG2104 from the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, and by the Canterbury Hospital Board. We wish to
thank New Zealand's Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research and United States Navy volunteers without whose
help this study would not have been possible.
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Mapping activities in Antarctica

J.A. KELMELIS

National Mapping Division
U.S. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092

Field operations during the 1985-1986 season included geo-
detic surveying, gravity observations, aerial photography, ice-
motion studies, navigation support, seismology, computer op-
erations, and satellite telecommunications.

A U.S. Geological Survey (usGs) team consisting of Gary
Perasso (team leader), Edwin Eckel, Marguerite Hower, and
George Sandul conducted geodetic surveys at Hut Point Penin-
sula and in areas accessible from the Beardmore South remote
field camp. Eleven geodetic positions were determined by Dop-
pler satellite techniques on some existing and some new sta-
tions. Ten new stations were established by electronic traverse
techniques and intersected positions were determined for over
50 features. Surveying support was also provided to locate
meteorite finds and to give elevations of various rock strata for
geological studies.

Two LaCoste and Romberg gravity meters were employed by
the survey party to collect gravity data at positions determined
by satellite techniques. These data are part of a long-term effort
to analyze the geoid in Antarctica.

The LC-130 aircraft outfitted for aerial photography flew ap-

proximately 40 hours dedicated to the acquisition of vertical
aerial photographs in support of various scientific projects.

Black-and-white aerial photographs were obtained covering
17,000 square kilometers over Terra Nova Bay during early
November. Jay Storey supervised this operation to observe ice-
on conditions for remote sensing polynya studies. For the third
consecutive year, Jerry Mullins supervised the acquisition of
controlled aerial photographs over Ice Stream B on the Siple
Coast. This 22,500 square kilometers of aerial photography was
obtained to suppport glaciologists doing a multiyear ice-
dynamics study by photogrammetric means. Severe limitations
on aircraft availability precluded additional flying to complete
other projects. Reconnaissance 70-millimeter oblique photogra-
phy was obtained over New Harbor for studies of micro-
organisms assemblages and over Cape Royds and Cape Byrd
penguin rookeries for population studies.

For the 14th consecutive year, two USGS cartographers were
on duty at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. During the 1986
austral winter season, Joseph Beaulieu and Florence Georges
continued to conduct seismic studies as part of the World Wide
Standardized Seismograph Network and obtained (seismic)
data for studies of ultra-long-period seismic phenomena. Dop-
pler satellite tracking is done for ice-motion studies and in
support of navigation systems. The USGS team operates the
station science computer and the South Pole Satellite Data Link
to telecommunicate science data obtained at the South Pole via
satellite to McMurdo Station for subsequent retransmission to
the United States.

The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research Library for
Cartography and Geodesy received 200 boxes of aerial pho-
tographs from the National Archives and 85 rolls of aerial-
photography film. These are being evaluated and will be inte-
grated into the existing collection.
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The McMurdo Sound and Vicinity 1:250,000-scale map cover-
ing the region accessible by helicopter to McMurdo Station was
published and processing was started on six satellite-image
maps. Three 1:250,000-scale topographic reconnaissance maps

were sent to the Advisory Committee on Antarctic Names for
name selection.

This work was supported in part by National Science Founda-
tion grant number DPP 85-12516.

Antarctic support operations

R.A. BECKER

Antarctic Services, Inc.
Paramus, New Jersey 07652

The 1985-1986 austral summer marked Antarctic Services,
Inc.'s (ANs) sixth year of specialized logistic support to the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program (USARP). ANS's primary respon-
sibilities were divided between continental Antarctic and the
Antarctic Peninsula. In the continental area, ANS operated and
maintained facilities at Williams Field, McMurdo Station, South
Pole Station, Siple Station, the Siple Coast, and Beardmore
Glacier (the site for a major helicopter-supported field camp).
Support efforts in the Peninsula area concentrated on operation
and maintenance of Palmer Station, operation of the research
ship Polar Duke, which is subcontracted by ANS for the National
Science Foundation, and assistance with the Antarctic Marine
Ecosystem Research in the Ice-Edge Zone (AMERIEZ) project.

In addition to the direct support provided to research pro-
jects, ANS also undertook specific construction and renovation
projects as approved by the National Science Foundation. Based
upon the level of approval, these projects encompassed both
multi-year efforts, which were nearing completion, and newly
added major work.

Contract management for all ANS support activities continued
to be based at Paramus, New Jersey. As in the past, specialized
logistic support was effected through offices maintained at Port
Hueneme, California and Christchurch, New Zealand. Direct
support of iIv Polar Duke/Palmer Station operations was coordi-
nated through Chilean ship husbanding agencies.

During 185-1986, 370 ANS employees deployed to Ant-
arctica. ANS also supported the deployment of 340 National
Science Foundation sponsored grantees affiliated with 74 re-
search programs.

McMurdo Station. In August 1985, an ANS contingent de-
ployed during the winter fly-in to begin preparation for the
1985-1986 field season. William Field III construction camp was
reopened, the preseason opening tasks were performed at
McMurdo Station. During the austral summer, ANS completed
over 1,250 work orders in support of approved projects. Major
tasks undertaken included the completion and testing of the
new water-distillation plant (to include the associated salt-water
intake line and rock quarried quay), commencement of the Hut
Point primary power electrical distribution line upgrade, and
the procurement and installation of a recompression chamber
in support of undersea diving operations. Operations and
maintenance functions saw continued improvement at the pri-
mary power plant (figure 1), Williams Field, USARP garage, and
all the USARP assigned buildings.

The Eklund Biological Laboratory was busy again this year
with ANS personnel supporting over 50 researchers engaged in
projects relating to biology, ocean science, and biochemistry.
Locations of principal support were: the lakes in the ice-free
valleys of southern Victoria Land, a field camp at New Harbor,
and on the ice cover in McMurdo Sound (on-going project).
Additionally, support was provided to researchers at the Thiel
Earth Science Laboratory and the new Arrival Heights Upper
Atmospheric Facility.

Activity at the Berg Field Center entailed the support of more
than 180 researchers as well as other non-science field projects.
Major support focussed on several remote field parties, the
Beardmore and Siple Coast camps, ANS construction crews, and
the Naval Support Force LC-130 recovery team at D-59. In all,
over 70 groups were outfitted from the Berg Field Center and
580 individuals were trained at the snowcraft survival school, a
significant increase from the previous season.

McMurdo Station winter operations began on 28 February
1986. Thirty-three ANS personnel remained at McMurdo Station
both to provide on-going science support and to commence the
construction phase of several large projects, e.g., foundation
footings for two new dormitories and the new Heavy Equip-
ment Maintenance Facility were set, two existing USARP

berthing structures were rehabilitated, and sections of the
Eklund Biological Laboratory were modified and upgraded (fig-
ure 2).

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. Austral summer activity
began at South Pole Station on 1 November 1985. In addition to
performing the normal level of station operations and mainte-
nance, ANS personnel provided direct support to science pro-
grams encompassing 15 grants in meteorology, astronomy, and
atmospheric physics. Major construction tasks included com-
pletion of a science building addition and relocation of the
conditioned power units as well as partial completion of new

Figure 1. Brine discharge line from the water-distillation plant at
McMurdo Station. (Photo by Brian Smith, ANS.)
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